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Abstract— In any process plant level of the silos, dust bunkers 

or bins is measured continuously for a specific purpose. In 

large size dust bunkers level measurement is always 

challenging due to the heavy dust concentration, moisture and 

high temperature inside it. Conventional level sensors for this 

large sized bunker are very costly and are not techno 

economically feasible. In such cases existing PLC system 

used for the control and automation of process plants may be 

utilized for developing a solution to this problem. This 

concept of utilizing PLC automation feature with inputs of 

conventional low cost sensors will be used as developing a 

real time solution to this vital problem of large dust bunkers 

of process plants.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In process control systems, measurement of the parameter is 

an important aspect for any control loop to function properly. 

In various process industries like Blast furnace wherever dust 

collector or bunkers are present their level is to be monitored 

continuously. For smaller heights of bunker level, 

measurement is easily done by conventional methods by 

employing ultrasonic level transmitter or RADAR based level 

transmitter, for continuous measurement of solids and for 

discrete level or point measurement level switches are used. 

There are different types of level switches used in industry 

such as capacitance type level switch, RF admittance level 

switch, paddle type level switch or tuning fork type. Each of 

these works on different principle. My research paper focus 

on the problem of measuring level in the dust bunkers or silos 

of Blast furnace or similar process plants. Dust collector or 

Dust catcher is a large bunker or silo in Blast furnace to store 

or extract heavy quantities of dust present in the top gases of 

blast furnace. The process flow diagram of Blast furnace 

operation is shown in Fig1.The gases generating as a result of 

various chemical reactions in the blast furnace are collected 

in uptake pipes. These gases have high amount of dust 

particles which needs to be stored or settle down before the 

gas cleaning plant network. Dust collector as shown in Fig.2 

is basically a vertical cylindrical shaped vessel with a conical 

shaped bottom portion where a gate valve is located for 

discharging the dust. Dust collector is very critical in the 

functioning of a blast furnace. 

When a Blast furnace is in operations the dust 

collector starts filling hour by hour as the days progresses and 

depending upon its capacity it can store the dust up to 7-8 

days approximately till it becomes full. Thus it has to be 

emptied within 4-5 days. Dust is emptied from the dust 

collector by opening a gate valve in the bottom of it. Dust 

starts falling in a Rail wagon placed under it and one by one 

wagon are filled and when the dust stops falling, it is assumed 

that the dust collector is emptied and that time the bottom 

discharge gate valve is electrically closed by the operator. 

 
Fig. 1: Blast furnace operation flow Diagram 

 
Fig. 2: Dust collector of a Blast furnace 

II. PROBLEM FACED AND ITS ANALYSIS 

This process of discharging the dust collector is manual in 

nature since the operator is not aware of the amount of dust 

present in dust collector before commencement of the 

discharging process and during the discharging process. He is 

as if blindly doing this activity manually. 

There is no such method of level measurement 

employed in dust collector presently due to the various 

reasons. The various constraints in employing any level 

measurement system are listed below. 

1) The dependency on the pre-existing method of 

discharging the dust collector without any level 

measurement. 

2) Level measurement is not possible through the 

conventional type of measurement techniques due to the 

turbulent nature of dust flowing through it 

3) High temperatures of the gases flowing through it 

In Blast furnaces and other similar process plants 

some gas safety accidents had occurred during the 

discharging of dust collector and persons working nearby 
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dust collectors suffered gas poisoning. During the 

discharging process if the dust collector becomes full empty 

then the gases starts coming out and spread in the atmosphere 

that cause gas poisoning since it contains a high amount of 

Carbon monoxide in it. Considering the seriousness of the 

activity involved it is very essential that the level should be 

known to the operator so that one can close the gate valve 

before it is empty totally. Also the level measurement will 

help in deciding the opening of Gate valve for discharging, 

whether the dust is filled up to a certain level or not. It is 

planned to have some method of level measurement that will 

help in determination of the level of dust in the bunker. 

In this field various efforts have been done to 

measure the level of bunkers, silos and dust collector. A 

typical solution is to install weighing system in dust collector 

and to calculate the amount of dust in dust collector by 

weighment technique as shown in Figure 3 which uses three 

load cells. 

 
Fig. 3: weighment system for silos using load cells 

But this weighment technique needs a design change 

in the civil structure of the dust collector which needs high 

management approval and is costly affair. 

RF admittance level switch or magnetostrictive level 

switch is used in some of the units but it is not working fine. 

In bunkers and silos there are various conventional methods 

available for level measurement but dust collector being a 

part of the process of blast furnace conventional level sensors 

does not give good results so far. 

III. DEVELOPMENT OF SOLUTION 

Various techniques and ideas were applied to design a level 

measurement system in dust collectors but the results are not 

satisfactory. 

So it is planned to use some other technique for level 

measurement. It is observed in other bins or silos in other 

process plants like coal dust injection which has a fine coal 

silo that when the silo is full the temperature sensor does not 

shows any variation. This fact is the main keynote in my 

research work. The same type of temperature sensors if 

installed in the dust collector will show the variations if the 

dust collector is empty since the gas flowing through it will 

have continuous temperature variation. It is expected that as 

the dust collector will get filled daily with dust, the variations 

in temperature sensor will stop and its real time value will 

show nearly constant readings. Since my research work focus 

on the measurement of level of the dust collector so it is 

planned to install temperature sensors vertically along the 

height at different levels. There are various kinds of 

temperature sensors available ranging from thermocouples, 

Resistance temperature detectors etc. 

Choice of the temperature sensor depends upon the 

temperature to be measured. In this case the top gas 

temperature of the blast furnace is maintained between 100-

350 deg C. so a Resistance temperature detector would be a 

good choice as it is having a good accuracy and repeatability. 

Moreover it is very cheap as compared to other temperature 

sensors. 

A Resistance Thermometer or Resistance 

Temperature Detector is a device which used to determine the 

temperature by measuring the resistance of pure electrical 

wire. This wire is referred to as a temperature sensor. If we 

want to measure temperature with high accuracy, RTD is the 

only one solution in industries. It has good linear 

characteristics over a wide range of temperature. The 

variation of resistance of the metal with the variation of the 

temperature is given as, 

 
Where, Rt and R0 are the resistance values at toC and t0

oC 

temperatures. 

In RTD sensors Copper, Nickel and Platinum are 

widely used metals. With respect to the temperature 

variations these three metals are having different resistance 

variations that is called resistance-temperature 

characteristics. Platinum has the temperature range of 650oC, 

and then the Copper and Nickel have 120oC and 300oC 

respectively. The resistance-temperature characteristics 

curve of the three different metals is shown in figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4: Resistance Temperature characteristic curve 

It is planned to install at least three temperature 

sensors at different heights as shown in figure 6.  Inputs from 

these three temperature sensors will be terminated in the 

https://www.electrical4u.com/electrical-resistance-and-laws-of-resistance/
https://www.electrical4u.com/temperature-sensor-types-of-temperature-sensor/
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existing Input cards of PLC system. The PLC system installed 

is of Rockwell Automation control logix family. It is a 

redundant processor chasis configuration system with IO 

cards on remote chasis. A typical pictorial representation of 

the PLC arrangement is shown in Fig 5.The PLC system has 

Rockwell softwares for configuration and programming of 

the PLC. The Inputs will be terminated in I/O cards and will 

be configured in PLC software for its real time display. Its 

real time value will be shown in the SCADA software and 

historical graphs will be plotted for the temperature sensors. 

 
Fig. 5: A typical controllogix PLC system 

It is expected that as the dustcollector will be empty 

during initial running of the furnace temperature variation in 

all the three sensors at different heights will be the same. A 

PLC program will be developed in the PLC software using 

the values of these three temperature sensors to indicate the 

level which will be a digital value such as Low, Normal, High 

and Very High. 

 
Fig. 6: Dust collector with RTDs 

The expected graph of three temperature sensor 

when the dust collector is empty will be as shown in figure 7. 

This graph shows that all the three sensors have similar 

temperature variations 

 
Fig. 7: Expected graph of low level 

Gradually when the dust collector stats filling dust 

starts accumulating on first bottommost sensor and as the dust 

will completely cover the first sensor its temperature 

variation will stop and its online reading will not show any 

variations and will be constant. The program running in PLC 

will show to the operator that Normal level has come and 

expected graph will be as shown in figure 8. 

 
Fig. 8:  Expected graph of Normal level 

Similarly when the dust collector stats filling dust 

starts accumulating on the other two higher temperature 

sensors and when the dust will cover those two sensors 

completely, the logic program will show “High” and “Very 

High” conditions to the operator. The expected graph of High 

level signal will be as shown in figure 9 

 
Fig. 9: Expected graph of High level 

A sequential logic comprising of a mathematical 

model shall be made using three temperature readings and 

ladder elements in ladder language of PLC and this program 

will be downloaded to the processor memory. According to 
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the real time values of these  inputs this program in PLC in 

Run mode will show the four levels of dust collector and it 

will be wired to the three LED lamps for assisting the operator 

during discharging process as shown in figure 10. 

 
Fig. 10: LED lamps used for operator 

IV. EXPECTED OUTCOME 

Gas poisoning can be avoided near surrounding areas of dust 

collector which use to come earlier during blind discharging 

of dust. Upon implementation of this proposed project in blast 

furnace a discrete level signal will available and as per the 

dust collector level operator can decide when to open dust 

collector discharge gate and when to close.  Very accurately 

level can be concluded with the help of a mathematical model 

to be made in PLC software based on temperature variation 

with respect to time. This research work may lead to eliminate 

the safety hazard of gas poisoning of the persons working 

near that area. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Level measurement is a primary need in silos, dust bunkers 

and collectors of process industries. Level measurement is 

easily possible through a large number of level sensors found 

in market today. But in dust collectors it was not possible due 

to various constraints. My research work will focus on the 

measurement of level of dust collector using unconventional 

level sensor installation and programming the PLC using 

these real time inputs that will set the outputs as discrete 

value. This research work will eliminate the possibility of gas 

poisoning during discharging of dust collectors ensuring the 

safety of individuals working in the vicinity. 
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